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APPLICABLE SERVICES

RENTAL SERVICES
This product is also available for
rental. Ask for details

PRODUCT DESIGN
We can design and produce similar
custom made product for you.

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

RENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTIONRENTAL OPTION Large Full Security Roll Container - Used -
1825x1200x800mm
SKU 40251

Used large full security roll container with a two part door so that the
products inside can be stored and transported safely. The full metal
frame sits on 4 wheels so that it is easy to transport the containers and
move it around when needed. Dimensions are 1825x1200x800mm.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 100

Material Metal

Status New

Inside dimension lenght 1145

Inside dimension width 745

Inside dimension height 1640

Outside dimension lenght 1200

Outside dimension width 800

Outside dimension height 1800

Carry weight 500

Bottom Metal

Product new, for rent

Type Security Roll containers

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This anti-theft roll containers offers full security and ensure valuables
can be stored safefy in the warehouse and during transport. The full
metal frame also includes a two part door for easy access which can also
be closed by a clamp lock. The grid infill dimensions are 50x50mm and
the cage has a maximum load capacity of 500kg. The roll container sits
on 4 wheels, 2 swivel and 2 fixed, but can be fitted with any wheel from
or range at your request. Note: This is a used product but all of the
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products we sell are all functional. However, the product you receive
may differ slighty from the one in the photo. Used products will all have
visible signs of wear and tear and usage within the industry but we
carefully sort and repair the products so that we can offer the best
possile standard with the products we supply. When placing your order
online you are agreeing to the condition of the used product.

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/large-full-security-roll-container-used-
1825x1200x800mm-40251
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